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Introduction to Data Mining and Electronic Commerce
In the year 2001, one of the authors of this editorial wrote an article about support versus confidence in the data
mining technique, association rules. This article was presented at a conference and never formally published [22]. In
the last four years this article has been downloaded nearly twenty-thousand times from an open access repository.
This interest by researchers and practitioners has motivated us to write this technical editorial. The structure of this
editorial will be as follows. In this section we briefly introduce data mining and electronic commerce. In the following
section we describe different data mining techniques. In the final section we discuss the effect of support versus
confidence in association rules technique applied to electronic commerce.
The data mining process involves searching, selecting, exploring, and modeling large amounts of data to uncover
previously unknown patterns that are potentially useful, and ultimately comprehensible information, from large
databases. Its goal is to manipulate data into knowledge ([15], [18]-[19], [31], [33]). Pattern extraction is an important
process of any data mining technique and it refers to the relationships between subsets of data.
Data mining use different families of computational, statistical and machine learning methods that include statistical
analysis, decision trees, neural networks, rule induction and refinement, and graphic visualization among others, to
exhaustively explore data to reveal complex relationships that may exist. Although machine learning techniques have
been available for a long time, the development of advanced and user friendly tools for business intelligence [25]
has made data mining more attractive and practical for organizations. When these pattern extraction techniques are
used correctly, they can be effective tools for extracting useful information from data [35].
The recent wide use of data mining has been due to several factors. The most obvious of these is the large amounts
of data that organizations collect during operational transactions. In the early 90s, credit and insurance companies
began using data mining as a means of detecting fraud [28]. Most organizations, irrespective of the industry type,
have some form of operational process in which they collect large amounts of data. For example, the retail industry
has been using data mining techniques for years to predict what their customers are likely to purchase. The
electronic commerce industry was one of the latest to use data mining technology [18].
Electronic commerce is the use of information and communication technologies through the Internet platform to
share business information, keep business relationships, and conduct business transactions. In electronic commerce,
different data mining techniques can be used for many purposes. For example, in sales promotion the marketing
staff may want to find out which products their customers are more likely to buy together. This information will allow
them to place these items in a sales bundle in order to increase revenue ([2], [31]). The use of Web log data permits
to understand users' behavior. This data contains information about users' access and may show potential patterns
in their behavior, and identify potential customers of electronic commerce. This knowledge is useful to: change
marketing strategies; identify segmentation of customers; improve customers' retention; predict customer's
expenditure and market trends; provide personalized services to customers; analyze shopping cart; forecast sales;
redesign the website to provide a better service; and/or make better business decisions. This area of data mining
has given rise to Web mining, a technique that can be subdivided into Web content mining; Web structure mining;
and Web usage mining ([7], [24]). These techniques are also used to extract useful information from Web documents
or Web services [5] and are widely used in a variety of applications.
As we describe above, data mining and specifically web data mining technology plays an important role in electronic
commerce. In recent years with the rapid growth of electronic commerce and the large amounts of data collected
through operational transactions, data mining techniques are becoming more useful to discover and understand
unknown customer patterns. In the following paragraphs we briefly describe some examples of the application of
data mining in electronic commerce.
Clustering or grouping electronic commerce customers with similar browsing behaviors permit the identification of
their common characteristics, providing a better understanding of customers with the aim of giving them a more
appropriate, and personalized service. When a vendor knows the customer's needs and interests, they can work on
providing a better service and keeping the customer relationship with the vendor.
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Electronic commerce organizations use web data mining to obtain reliable market and client feedback. For example,
the information obtained may help organizations to undertake targeted marketing, decide advertisement positioning,
and reduce operating costs.
The appropriate understanding of customer behavior and feedback also helps software designers to improve the
website design ― optimizing its structure and facilitating navigation by customers. Techniques such as association
rule mining permit the analysis of shopping cart data to improve the presentation or location of products.
Those in charge of website and electronic commerce security may look at fraud detection, together with financial
organizations such banks, and credit card companies, with the aim of detecting fraudulent use of their credit cards.
Differences in the customer’s spending pattern may suggest a possibility of fraud. In intrusion detection the data
mining algorithms may show that a certain sequence of events may indicate that there is an unauthorized access
attempt by hackers ([8], [31]-[32]). Understanding these patterns may help computer security personnel to prevent
future intrusions.
We can say that the use of data mining in electronic business and electronic commerce has been defined as a datacentric approach called Business Intelligence and Analytics (BI&A) 1.0 [9] which make use of structured content,
while the use of web mining to uncovering patterns in web-based and unstructured content has been labeled BI&A
2.0 [13]. Currently, with the introduction of mobile devices a new research opportunity has arisen to analyze mobile
and sensor-based content (BI&A 3.0) [10]. Some new areas of research have emerged and existing ones have
increased their strength (i.e., Big Data Analytics; Text Analytics; Web Analytics; Network Analytics; and Mobile
Analytics). This has given life to more challenging problems [43] and specifically to Big Data Analytics.
The current electronic commerce systems used by the major Internet organizations such as Google, Amazon,
Facebook, etc. differ from the systems used initially in this field (shopping cart analysis making use of structured
data). They include highly scalable electronic commerce platforms, product recommender systems, social media
platforms, and make use of web data that is less structured and that usually is composed of rich customer views and
behavioral information [10]. The analysis of customer opinion in social media has used text analysis and sentiment
analysis techniques ([17], [30], [36]). Product recommender systems use customer segmentation and clustering,
anomaly detection, graph mining, and more importantly association rule techniques [1]. The use of highly targeted
searches and personalized recommendations has made possible long-tail marketing to reach millions of small niche
markets [3].

Types of Patterns that can be Mined
Machine learning is a mature area of computer science that researches how computers learn patterns and
regularities in the data. Data mining, on the other hand, is performed by a human person with a specific goal. Usually,
this person utilizes one or more pattern recognition algorithms that have been created in the machine learning field.
This person deals with situations in which the data is available in impressive amounts and which probably possess
some deficiencies such as missing data or high dimensionality when compared to the cardinality of the observation
set.
Data mining can be organized according to the different family of problems that it solves. These problems include
classifying items into previously known categories, grouping items according to their similarities, discovering
association rules from transactions, identifying atypical data, and predicting a continuous (dependent) variable. This
section will give a brief overview of these types of problems.

Classification
In data mining applications one often assumes that the data is already in some sort of digital form (something like a
big spreadsheet). Here, one may want to predict the value of a particular attribute (a particular column in the
spreadsheet). When this attribute, sometimes referred to as the class attribute, includes a finite number of discrete
elements, we are in presence of a classification problem. In this type of problem, we build a mathematical model
from the available data. This model receives the information of a novel instance whose class is unknown and
produces an estimation of the category which it belongs to. Our task is to perform this estimation as accurately as
possible.
In machine learning, classification is a form of supervised learning where instances or items are assigned to some
predefined set of categories
More formally, data classification is a mathematical function g that
is constructed from a collection of instances
called the training set. In classification, the class
memberships of all the training instances in the category are known in advance. The categories of the instances are
contained in a vector
, where the category of instance is denoted by
. The fundamental idea
behind classification, is that there is an underlying function that relates the patterns and their respective categories.
Unfortunately is unknown to us and we want to estimate it by building a function from the patterns and its
categories, following the procedure specified by a learning algorithm
.
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Recent applications of data classification include social network classification [38], credit scoring [37], fraud detection
[21], web mining to predict e-commerce company success [34], among many more.

Clustering
Sometimes we desire to categorize elements even when the set of categories are not available. This problem is
known as data clustering and represents a more challenging task from a learning perspective when compared to
data classification. Here, our mathematical model receives the data without the class labels and we expect it to infer
groups of elements just by merely examining their similarities. The output is an estimated class membership. In
contrast to the classification problem where there is a set of possible classes known a priori, in the clustering
problem different groups are created. The objective is to group similar instances in the same group, while at the
same time, assign to distinct groups those elements which are different. This type of learning is sometimes referred
to as unsupervised learning because the function lacks of a teacher that tells the correct class label of a particular
pattern. Formally, data clustering, or sometimes referred to as hard clustering [20] consist in assigning a class label
to each pattern
in the set
, identifying its respective label. The set of all labels for a pattern set
is
, where
, and where is the number of clusters.
Interestingly enough, the human brain is particularly good at this task. For generations we have used this type of
reasoning to distinguish between ripe fruit before collecting it or to build an entire taxonomy of the animal kingdom
based on the observed characteristics: Nobody told us to categorize animals according to whether they produce milk
or not!
Applications of data clustering in e-commerce include recommendation systems [40], search engines [23], etc.

Semi-supervised Classification
Classification is an example of supervised learning, assuming the knowledge of well-defined training sets with a clear
specification of the identity of all the training samples. A distinct and intriguing learning paradigm that has emerged in
the recent years is semi-supervised learning. This paradigm combines labeled and unlabeled instances
simultaneously to perform classification [46]. This specific type of classifiers does not demand the specification of the
class labels of every sample. Usually this type of learning appears in situations where many instances are available,
but only few of them possess labels because the cost of acquiring them is high. One common way to learn in this
context is to perform a clustering-like mechanism, assigning the training samples into different groups, and
subsequently, a class label is assigned to each group using a small subset of the training instances whose class
identities are known. Given a clustering algorithm,
, a set of labeled instances,
, a set of unlabeled instances,
, and a supervised learning algorithm,
, the Cluster-then-Label method works as follows [4]: First, we identify
the clusters of the input manifold using the clustering algorithm
. Secondly, we determine which of the labeled
samples fall in each cluster. For each cluster we determine a decision boundary based on the supervised algorithm
, and the labeled samples assigned to that cluster, which, in turn, allows the prediction of the label of every cluster.
Finally, each uncategorized item is labeled according to the predicted class of the cluster in which it is contained.
Recently, semi-supervised classification has been successfully applied in the estimation of the quality of online
reviews [45].

Association Analysis
Another major problem studied in data mining is the so-called association analysis. In this context, our data is
conformed of transactions, e.g., the bill that includes a list of products that you bought in a grocery store. The nature
of the data is unique: items do not necessarily repeat in two bills, but usually people tend to behave similarly in their
buying trends. Association analysis attempts to discover those trends. In this context, one may be interested in
knowing which patterns are more frequent. A famous example is the relationship between diapers and beer in
grocery store bills. Information like this provides useful information at the time a grocery store is designed: if you
know that people will buy beer and diapers you can put them together, or place them in opposite corners, increasing
the probability that the customers will see other products they might be interested in!
Association rule mining can be formally defined as follows [2]: Let
be a collection of elements
called items. Also, let
be a collection of transactions called the database. Each transaction
contains a subset of the items in . Additionally, an itemset is a set of items. Given an itemset
and a given
transaction , it is said that contains if and only if
. The support count of a given itemset , denoted by , is
defined as the number of transactions in that contain . Let s be the support threshold and
be the total number
of transactions in . An itemset is said to be frequent if
. An association rule corresponds to an
implication
where
, and
. One of the main goals of association analysis is to discover
association rules or sets of frequent items.
Applications of association analysis include customer relationship management
recommendation systems [44], personalization applications and collaborative filtering [27].

(CRM)

[39],
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Regression Analysis
In classification we are predicting a discrete variable y, whereas in regression this output variable is of a continuous
nature. Let
be the input space and
be a measurable subset of the real domain. Let be a collection of
observations, where there is an underlying function
that relates the observation with a dependent variable
. In the regression problem is assumed to be unknown, and the goal is to build a function g that approximates as
closely as possible. Analogous to classification, regression is an example of supervised learning because the
learning model receives pairs of the form
where is the observation and
corresponds to the label.
Since in regression the output is continuous, it is not realistic to expect that the learning model exactly predicts the
output of a given instance. Instead, the performance of the regression model is usually measured by computing the
difference between the predicted value and the correct one. This is a key difference in respect to classification,
where the class labels are expected to be identical or not. Formally, the performance of the regression model is
computed with a loss function
. According to the authors of [26], the most common loss function is
, where is the true label and is the one that the model predicted. Regression analysis has
been applied to many areas of electronic commerce such as electronic tourism [29], mobile commerce [11], etc.

Outlier/Anomaly Detection
Outlier detection or anomaly detection is another problem of interest in data mining. This problem deals with the
identification of patterns that are very different to the rest of the exemplars. Outlier detection appears in security,
which is one the most important areas of e-commerce: Users must trust in a companies’ website before they agree
to enter their credit cards details. One major area in security is intrusion detection [6].

Most Prominent Data Mining Algorithms
In 2006, in an effort to identify the most influential papers in the field, the organizers of the IEEE International
Conference on Data Mining performed a brief survey to the participants. As a result, a paper was published in the
Journal Knowledge and Information Systems [41] specifying ten algorithms: C4.5, k-means, SVM, Apriori, EM, Page
Rank, Adaboost, KNN, Naive Bayes and CART. Knowing how to apply these methods in electronic commerce will be
a great start for performing data mining.

Remarks
Data mining plays an important role in the development of the electronic commerce. Moreover, machine learning is
key in data mining since it provides several algorithms capable of learning from data. We have described different
types of patterns that can be mined including classification, clustering, anomaly detection, regression, association
analysis and semi-supervised learning. There is no best algorithm known for any of the sub-problems described in
this section. This leaves an important task to the data miner, who has to devise manual or semi-automatic methods
for identifying the most suitable algorithm for a particular application, and also refining its parameters and interpreting
the results.

Association Rules and Association Analysis
We have described different data mining techniques in the previous section, but we now wish to focus on just one
commonly used method ― association rule mining. As mentioned previously, association rule mining is typically
used to discover unknown relations that exist within data. To mine association rules successfully, the data miner
must choose which type of rules to mine ― are novel and/or unique rules more important or are common rules more
important? The answer to this question will determine the method used to mine the rules. We will now illustrate the
ramifications through an example and subsequent discussion of support vs. confidence in association rule mining.
One common application of this technique is to discover relations between items in a shopping basket. For example,
if milk and ice-cream are commonly bought together, this could be discovered by using association rule mining
algorithms. To discover these relations, we must examine the co-occurrence of items within the same basket, over
many baskets. On doing so, we might discover that two items always appear within the same basket. This gives a
great degree of confidence that there is a relationship between the two items. However, if in our data set these two
items only appear once in hundreds of baskets, we do not have a lot to support our rule i.e., it could just be a
spurious relationship. If the items appear frequently in our list of baskets, then we have a higher support for our rule.
To discover these rules there are two main approaches ― support-then-confidence and confidence-then-support
[22]. In the first, we look for highly supported rules first, then worry about the confidence where as in the second we
do the opposite.
We defined the concept of support previously, but as a reminder, support is defined formally as:
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,
and confidence is defined as:
.
In our list of example transactions to the right, Milk has a support:

Example Transactions
{Milk, Ice Cream}
{Milk, Bread}
{Milk, Bread, Ice Cream}
{Ice Cream, Bread}
{Milk, Hot Sauce, Jalapeño Peppers}

.
Through the same formula, Hot Sauce has a support of 0.2. Mining this data we can find some relationships between
the items. For example, {Milk → Ice Cream}, and {Milk → Bread} are both well represented in the data.
The confidence of the rule {Milk → Ice Cream} is:
,
and has a support of 0.4. The rule {Milk → Bread} has the same support and confidence, whereas {Hot Sauce →
Jalapeño Peppers} has a low support of 0.2 but a confidence of 1.
The principal task for data mining is to discover all of the rules that have some minimum support and some minimum
confidence. A brute force approach is infeasible, as the number of possible rules grows exponentially with the
number of items in the data set. Worse, the majority of these possible rules will not satisfy reasonable minimal
expectations for either support or confidence.
There are a number of approaches that can be used for discovering appropriate rules, but the most basic is the
Apriori algorithm. This algorithm works on the assumption that if a particular combination of items is frequent in the
dataset, each of the individual items is also frequent. Inversely, if an individual item is infrequent, combinations that
include that item will be infrequent as well. This information can be used to prune potential rules based on the
support that they have in the dataset. This approach can be considered an example of a support-then-confidence
rule, where we look at the support an association has first, then consider its confidence.
However, this approach only works if the desired support level is set at high values. If we wish to find infrequent
items with high confidence values, the performance of the Apriori algorithm is almost indistinguishable from a brute
force method. We also must distinguish between spurious weakly-correlated items, where one item has high support
but the other has a much lower support. Most people may buy milk when they shop, but only a few may buy hot
sauce ― as a result, the chance is high that the same people that buy hot sauce also buy milk, even though this is
clearly not a casual relationship [42]. In our example above, {Hot Sauce, Jalapeño Peppers} has high confidence and
low support ― yet it likely represents an interesting rule.
The problem of finding items with low support but high confidence is directly related to the long tail phenomena in
electronic commerce, where there are few items that are purchased frequently, but many more items that are
purchased infrequently ([3], [16]). Taking advantage of associations between infrequently purchased items requires
that we focus on associations that have low support but high confidence while also filtering spurious correlations.
These low support items also relate to finding intrusion events in a log of system accesses or detecting instances of
fraud. In each of these cases, instances of intrusions and fraud are likely to be very rare, scattered among many
legitimate access and transactions. To find them requires searching for the proverbial needle in the haystack. A good
example would be that of fraud ― the European Central Bank reports fraud accounted for 18 out of every one
hundred thousand credit card transactions in the EU in 2010 [14]. If we were mining this data set, the support of all
fraudulent transactions would correspond to just 0.00018.
For these situations, there are better algorithms available than the Apriori algorithm, such as the correlated
association rule algorithms [12]. These algorithms do not prune the unsupported rules, but rather look for rules that
have high confidence but little support. They are an example of the confidence-then-support approach to association
rule mining. Cohen et. al. describe three main stages: first the data is summarized in a hash-signature table, second
candidate pairs of items are generated from the summary table, and finally the correlation of these pairs is found
using the original data [12]. This approach still faces the combinatorial explosion problem described in the Apriori
algorithm. Another approach is that of hyperclique pattern discovery, where an objective measure called hconfidence is used to discover highly correlated patterns in the mining process [42]. This approach uses the hconfidence to prune those item sets that have low confidence and retain those that have high confidence.
These approaches will likely lead to many rules being discovered that are not of much use. In our example above,
only one transaction contains the association {Hot Sauce, Jalapeño Peppers}. If we were mining the data for all such
rare transactions we would likely find many that fit such low support levels but high levels of confidence – this is the
fundamental problem of finding associations in the long tail of many markets. The task then falls to a human expert
to weed out the spurious correlations and focus on the rules of interest. For example, perhaps we are looking for
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high value or expensive correlated items. Therefore we must look for rules that only involve those expensive items.
In short, the rule mining process must be tailored to the aims of the organization.

Conclusions
In this editorial, we have presented a view of data mining in electronic commerce, and described some of the basic
problems that can be solved by the techniques behind this field. We have also provided an overview of some of the
more commonly used machine learning techniques in data mining. As an example, we have chosen to describe the
association rules mining technique in more detail and have talked about some of the issues associated with its
application. In the future, we envision providing descriptions and discussion of other techniques in data mining and
how they can be applied to electronic commerce.
In summary, data mining plays an important role in the development of electronic commerce applications. Electronic
commerce and the fields related to business intelligence and analytics have developed greatly due to the maturity of
data mining and other areas. These areas of research have become more important due to the arrival of big data
and the subsequent illumination of the long tail in electronic commerce.
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